Diagnostic Evaluation as a Biomarker in Patients with ADPKD.
Recently, newer treatments have been introduced for autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) patients. Since cysts grow and renal function declines over a long period of time, the evaluation of treatment effects in ADPKD has been very difficult. Therefore, there has been a great interest to find out the "better" surrogate marker or biomarker which reflects disease progression. Biomarkers in ADPKD should have three clinical implications: (1) They should reflect disease severity, (2) they should distinguish patients with poor versus good prognosis to select those who will benefit better from the treatment, and (3) they should be easy to evaluate short-term outcome after treatment, which will demonstrate hard outcome. Herein, we will discuss currently available surrogate biomarkers including the volume of total kidney and urinary molecular markers.